Oracle Fusion Governance, Risk, and Compliance

_The New Standard for Risk Management and Compliance_

Part of Oracle Fusion Applications, Oracle Fusion Governance, Risk, and Compliance is a 100 percent open, standards-based platform for enterprise risk management, multiregulatory compliance, and controls enforcement. Unlike niche products that focus either solely on documenting policies or on monitoring system controls, Oracle Fusion Governance, Risk, and Compliance combines vital risk and compliance oversight with automated controls enforcement. This unique integration allows firms not only to meet current regulatory requirements but also to embed control, predictability, and security into the very fabric of the business. Depending on their most critical need at the time, enterprises will move along a maturity curve—focusing on compliance, focusing on efficiency, and focusing on value. Oracle Fusion Governance, Risk, and Compliance delivers concrete benefits to organizations no matter where they stand along the maturity curve.

**Focus on Compliance: Fulfill Obligations by Enforcing Policy**

When organizations fail to comply with a mandate or show disregard for the heightened sensitivities of the public interest, they are swiftly punished. It is no surprise, then, that organizations place a premium on achieving compliance to avoid the often overwhelming cost and sanctions of noncompliance. With Oracle Fusion Governance, Risk, and Compliance, enterprises can

- **Understand the status of compliance activities.** Hundreds of predefined reports and metrics help managers quickly see the overall status of assessments, testing, remediation, and certification activities. Each report supports further drill-down to actionable tasks, and full briefing books can be easily assembled, making the laborious compilation of management reports a thing of the past.

- **Manage compliance in a disciplined fashion.** A highly flexible information model allows each organization to represent their compliance framework in the way that's best suited for their business. Guided workflows lead both professional and occasional users alike to complete their compliance tasks accurately and painlessly.

- **Transform manual into automated controls.** A comprehensive library of predefined policies allows organizations to quickly transform formerly manual and detective controls into automated and preventive controls that are more reliable and easier to test. Remediation of complex segregation of duties violations is aided by graphical visualization to clearly track the path of the violation.

**Focus on Efficiency: Reduce Costs by Simplifying Compliance**

Most organizations must comply with multiple regulations. When the requirements of operating in different geographies and lines of business are added, the cost of compliance can quickly
Significant ROI

“We’ve been able to realize significant returns on our investment in the Oracle [Enterprise] Governance, Risk, and Compliance Controls Suite to date. Oracle Application Access Controls Governor should help us continue our efforts to deliver well-controlled and efficient business processes, not only across Oracle E-Business Suite but also in our PeopleSoft and Siebel applications.”

—Robert Singleton, Controls Advisory Manager, Intuit

Additional Business Value for Your Existing Applications

Oracle Fusion Governance, Risk, and Compliance is designed to work with Oracle E-Business Suite, Oracle’s PeopleSoft, and Oracle’s JD Edwards applications, as well as with non-Oracle business applications. The adoption of Oracle Fusion Governance, Risk, and Compliance applications will help you reduce costs by simplifying compliance and improve business performance by managing risk.

Oracle Fusion Applications

Oracle Fusion Governance, Risk, and Compliance is part of Oracle Fusion Applications, which are completely open, standards-based enterprise applications that can be easily integrated into a service-oriented architecture. Designed as a complete suite of modular applications, Oracle Fusion Applications help you improve performance, lower IT costs, and get better results. Whether you choose one module, a product family, or the entire suite, Oracle enables you to gain the benefits of Oracle Fusion Applications at a pace that matches your business needs.
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For more information, contact your Oracle sales representative or visit oracle.com/fusion.